
OPERATION (continued)

Rotary Dial Switch:
This Oz Trail1300L Rechargeable StellarLight Flashlight is equipped with a rotary 
dial switch which allows the Intelligent Tactical Switch to be electronically 
locked. When in the locked position, the flashlight cannot be inadvertently 
turned on in transport or storage.
1. Grasp top ring below Intelligent Tactical Switch and rotate to locked
 position before storage or transporting. (Fig. 6)
2. Rotate back to the On
 position for normal use.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
1. Operating time for your
 Oz Trail1300L Rechargeable  
 StellarLight Flashlight depends  
 on continuous or intermittent  
 use. Intermittent operation  
 extends the run time of  the  
 battery.
2. The LED is a lifetime light source.  
 It will never need to be replaced.
3. It is normal for the flashlight’s  
 aluminum body to get very  
 warm during continuous use.
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WARNING! Do not disassemble 
product. Do not charge the battery 
if the product / battery is cracked or 
damaged. Do not short terminals, 
crush, heat above 140 Degrees F. 
(60 Degrees C.), throw into a fire, or 
incinerate. Please recycle.
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Carefully read all instructions before use and save for future reference. 

CHARGING THE BATTERY
Your Oz Trail1300L Rechargeable StellarLight Flashlight contains a lithium-ion battery and comes with a USB cord
for recharging.
1. Turn the rotating collar to allow access to the input port as shown. (Fig. 1 & 2)
2. Insert mini-USB plug into input port on flashlight. (Fig. 2)
3. Plug USB cord into any USB outlet on computer, wall adaptor, etc.. (Fig. 3 & 4)
NOTE: Charging while using a USB wall adaptor (not included) will be faster than a computer USB port. (Fig. 2)
4. When properly charged, the indicator light next to the input port will change from red to green.
NOTE: Recharge the battery immediately when light output is low.

(continued on back panel)

Your Oz Trail1300L Rechargeable StellarLight Flashlight provides easy access to three lighting modes with an Intelligent 
Tactical Switch (Fig. 5): High for flooding an area with an intense bright light; Low for a non-glaring soft light for close-up 
illumination; and Strobe for emergency signaling. The Intelligent Tactical Switch gives you the options of Momentary-On or 
Constant-On operation.

OPERATION
To access Momentary-On settings:
HIGH: Depress switch half-way once and hold. Release to turn off.
LOW: Quickly depress switch half-way twice and hold. Release to turn off.
STROBE: Quickly depress switch half-way three times and hold. Release to turn off.
NOTE: The Intelligent Tactical Switch always defaults to High mode unless it is
cycled quickly to the other settings.

To access Constant-On settings:
HIGH: Depress switch fully once to “click” on. Depress fully again to “click” off.
LOW: Quickly depress switch half-way twice until Low mode is displayed then fully
depress switch to “click” on. Depress fully again to “click” off.
STROBE: Quickly depress switch half-way three times until Strobe mode is
displayed then fully depress switch to “click” on. Depress fully again to
“click” off. 
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